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Amenities for
the 2020s
As multifamily housing becomes a longer-term choice
for people of all ages and incomes, innovative, standout amenities are rising as a key differentiator.
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THE MULTIFAMILY GENERATION
———
As multifamily housing becomes a longerterm choice for people of all ages and incomes,
innovative, stand-out amenities are rising as
a key differentiator — and a key component
to the success of individual assets.

After a slew of creative, cutting-edge
amenities brought the wow factor to new luxury
communities, starting an “amenity war,” the
amenity story began to garner more interest.
The discussion has broadened with evolving
technology, changing resident interests, and the
creation of true, connected communities within
apartments. It goes much further than new and
luxury communities — value-add redevelopment
activity is bringing improved and new amenities
to older communities as well, modernizing
their offerings and expanding their appeal.
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In today’s world of rapid change, it can be
challenging to know which amenities are a
flash trend — in today and out tomorrow — and
which provide true value, both for residents
as well as investors. With new generations
entering the market and increased levels of
entrepreneurship and telecommuting, amenities
need to be flexible to adapt to changing
interests and needs. Which amenities bring
the most value to residents and investors?
Which will enhance the quality of life of
the residents and minimize turnover?

In this report, CBRE Research and Streetsense
examine the world of multifamily amenities,
from the latest state-of-the-art physical
amenities to the more abstract role of creating
a sense of community to how to build flexibility
for evolving demographics and technology.
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“Multifamily amenity innovation is critical to the
success and competitive advantage of apartment
properties. It’s not enough to offer rooftop grilling
areas or dog runs; owners and developers must
think carefully about amenities and services that
work together to create a cohesive community.”
Brian McAuliffe
President | CBRE Capital Markets
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Welcome to Multifamily Innovation Watch, a
collaboration between CBRE and Streetsense
thought leaders. The series highlights key
trends across the multifamily sector, current
examples of industry innovation, and forwardlooking predictions for what’s next.
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Design for Shifting Demographics

According to Harvard’s Joint
Center for Housing Studies,
the number of renters
making $100,000 increased
by 5% nationwide in 2017.

This growing demographic of “renters by choice”
has increased the pressure to add more and
more amenities in an effort to stand out from
the crowd. But which amenities are right and
what should the programming look like?
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Community is the New Amenity

Authentic social connections
and communities are
rising in renters’ priorities
for amenities.

We call it the “Cheers” effect: renters are
searching for where everybody knows your name.
Properties are beginning to offer concierge
services that manage resident events that
link residents and foster connections.
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Live Music

Common areas are evolving to
include writing and recording
rooms available to residents
and guests and feature
a range of music gear.

These complement new venues, where residents
can watch others perform — musicians,
poets, performers, and comedians alike.
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Spaces for the Arts & Learning

Following the wellness trends,
resident programming is
including artistic and creative
activities like watercolor and
calligraphy workshops.

Other knowledge-based programming could
include free weekly round-table conversations with
local community leaders, doers, and thinkers.
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Maker Spaces

As the DIY generation
continues to grow, “maker”
spaces are on the rise.

They feature dedicated space, materials,
and even training for creating goods. Think
knitting, welding, gardening, bike repair and
more —
 the possibilities are endless.
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Co-Working

The workplace is
continuing to evolve, and
dedicated work spaces
are evolving with them.

Bridging the gap between living and working, many
communities now offer communal workspaces for
residents, where residents can work remotely just
for the day or have dedicated workspaces. While
some apartments offer informal co-working spaces
(not unlike hotel lobbies), others are outfitted with
formal spaces, complete with silent areas and
meeting rooms with full conference technology.
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Integrated Fitness

Forget the sad old
apartment gym that
never gets used.

Today’s fitness centers feature dedicated spaces
for the latest fitness trends, from yoga and barre
to reformer Pilates and TRX (suspension training)
classes. Dedicated studios and personal training
services both maximize space and encourage residents
in their pursuits of active, engaged lifestyles.
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Let the Games Begin

With the meteoric rise of
e-sports and the nostalgic
resurgence of board games,
multifamily communities are
building new play experiences
into their program offerings.

Retro gaming culture is playing a big role in apartment
communities’ entertainment offerings — think full-size
arcade game versions of ‘80s and ‘90s-era favorites.
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Tech Integration

Digital technology
advancements are necessary
to meet the needs of
the future resident.

Residents are looking for high-speed secure internet
with increased bandwidth for gaming, streaming
and video calls. Mobile technology continues to be
prominent as apps and services increase. Concierge
services like Hello Alfred and dog walking from Baroo
are in demand for residents. Management companies
accept rent on apps like Dwello that work in a similar
way to Venmo, increasing ease of use for residents.
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Cable and Streaming

According to a 2019 Nielson
poll, over the past eight
years there has been a 48%
decrease in cable service —
around 16 million households.

While Gen X wants both cable and some online streaming
services, millennials and Gen Z take a more “cutting
the cord” approach. In response to these generational
preferences, developers are beginning to take a dualapproach to invest in future-forward bandwidth solutions.
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On-Demand Dining

The next step for multifamily
is to bring on-demand dining
into the service offering.

More and more communities are partnering with
delivery services to offer residents the option to dine
in from a list of local eateries. Certain communities
deliver the groceries right to residents’ doors, while
luxury communities offer a level of service even
higher, letting themselves into resident units and
unpacking groceries into the pantry and refrigerator.
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Convenient Grocery

Grab-and-go kiosks are
moving into prominent
positions within
apartment lobbies.

This trend reflects the growing popularity of aroundthe-clock food and drink options. Multifamily owners are
beginning to introduce smart tech, such as electronic
sales with an on-demand approach to catering, graband-go, and healthy meal services into their lobbies.
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Vibrant Greenery

Buildings are integrating
greenery into their common
areas as a way to naturally
purify the air and give the
space a vibrant feel.

New builds are including plant-covered walls,
incorporating greenery directly into the decor, and
ensuring plenty of natural light and plants for a bright,
airy feel. Grassy mounds and plants mimic the feeling
of being in a park. For spaces not lucky enough to have
natural light, Green Frame offers floor screens that create
the effect of a window into nature using light and plants.
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Rise of Rideshare

With fewer city-dwellers
buying cars and with carsharing services maintaining
popularity, multifamily
communities are rethinking
transportation space.

Convenient transportation is a top resident amenity,
whether that means dedicated ride-share drop-off
space for Uber and Lyft, or partnering with ZipCar
and Maven to offer a nearby fleet of hourly rentals.

ZIPCAR
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